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The team
Organizers
I
I
I
I
I

Matti Jarvisalo
Daniel Le Berre
Joao Marques-Silva (MUS/HLMUS)
Olivier Roussel
Allen Van Gelder (Certified Unsat)

Judges
I
I
I
I
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Uwe Egly
Alexander Nadel
Ashish Sabharwal
Moshe Vardi

Computer infrastructure (provided by CRIL)

I

49 2x4 cores Xeon @ 2.66 GHz node cluster with 32GB RAM
I

I

I

3.3 years CPU time used for stage 1 (103 “solvers”, 44
submitters)
4.7 years CPU time used for stage 2 (60 “solvers”, 36
submitters)

1 4x8 cores Xeon @ 2GHz computer with 256GB RAM.
I
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1.7 years CPU time used (4 solvers, 4 submitters)

Policy regarding organizers/judges submissions

Organizers and judges can submit (and win)
I

All decisions taken by judges are based on anonymous results

I

Benchmarks selection done without knowledge of the
competitors

I

Olivier Roussel is the only one forced to know the details (to
compile and run the solvers)

I

md5s of the solvers or their description were available from
the competition website on February 6.
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Judges and organizers submissions
f72932eb16684ee853cfb1f2afe2ba7f
c497f12e2c0bfdd55cb0e90753f11d75
2a44b64d102fd127cb22562d07f4274d
a12e32960624463bb1934039fff35cbf
ccf3680ef9f3e2909f0a9b87d026e6b3
645f4c8dda7608af929225b163078de1
7def65d9245316d8f25505970498d88d
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sat4j-mus-v20110206.jar (D. Le Berre)
org.sat4j.core.jar (D. Le Berre)
muser.bz2 (J. Marques Silva)
solver1.tex (O. Roussel)
solver2.tex (O. Roussel)
solver1-minisathack.pdf (A. Sabharwal)
solver2-maintrack.pdf (A. Sabharwal et al)

Main track

I

Two stage process :
I

I

Run all the solvers on registered categories with medium
timeout (1200s)
Run promising solvers with extended timeout (5000s) for the
award

I

Test phase just for sanity check (I/O conformance)

I

Source code required for the competition

I

Binary only solvers accepted for demonstration
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CPU and wall clock rankings
CPU based ranking Measure computational effort, reward solvers
using efficiently the resources.
I

Solvers are given TIMEOUT seconds of CPU time to solve the
instance.

I

Any answer given after more than TIMEOUT seconds of CPU
time is ignored.

Wall Clock based ranking Measure user’s perception of the solver
efficiency, rewards fast solvers regardless of resources consumption.
I

Solvers are given TIMEOUT seconds of WC time to solve the
instance.

I

Any answer given after more than TIMEOUT seconds of WC
time is ignored.
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WC vs CPU time remarks
Expected results for WC ranking
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WC vs CPU time remarks
Expected results for WC ranking
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WC vs CPU time remarks
Expected results for WC ranking
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WC vs CPU time remarks
Expectable results for WC ranking
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WC vs CPU time remarks
Expectable results for WC ranking
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WC vs CPU time remarks
Expectable results for WC ranking
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WC vs CPU time remarks
Unexpected results for CPU ranking
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WC vs CPU time remarks
Unexpected results for CPU ranking
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WC vs CPU time remarks
Unexpected results for CPU ranking
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Time limits
Theory was easy :
I phase 1 : TIMEOUT= 1200 s
I phase 2 : TIMEOUT= 5000 s
Practice proved more difficult :
I We want to run one single experiment for both rankings.
I CPU limit more reliable than WC limit
I WC limit cannot be set to TIMEOUT because the system
might pause the solver during a small fraction of time.
Experiments were done with a WC limit set to timeout +
100 s (large safety margin).
I In phase 1, CPU limit was set to TIMEOUT * number of
allocated cores. This was a mistake, because sequential solvers
were allocated 2 cores but actually used 1 core.
I In phase 2, CPU limit was set to TIMEOUT for sequential
solvers and TIMEOUT * allocated cores for parallel solvers
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Post-processing of results
From the single experiment, we enforce the correct limits for
sequential and parallel solver by post-processing (replace answers
obtained after the TIMEOUT by UNKNOWN).
Actual limits of the rankings (seconds) :
Ranking
phase 1, CPU
phase 1, WC
phase 2, CPU
phase 2, WC
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WC limit
all solvers
1210
1210
5000
5000

CPU limit
seq. solvers
1200
1200
5000
5000

CPU limit
// solvers
1200
4800
5000
40000

Allocation of cores
I
I

I

Our hosts are bi quad-core processors, 32 GB RAM
We want to optimize the use of the cluster and run as many
solvers as possible on one host
But we also want to have times almost equivalent to the ones
of a solver running alone on the host

After experimentations on Minisat, it was decided to
I In phase 1, run 4 sequential solvers concurrently on a node (2
cores/solver, implies approximately a 10% penalty for
minisat), and 2 parallel solvers on a node (4 cores per solver)
I In phase 2, run 2 sequential solvers concurrently on a node (4
cores/solver, almost no penalty for minisat), and 1 parallel
solver on a node (8 cores per solver)
I We do not run 2 different solvers concurrently on a node.
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Allowed memory
I

I
I

Simple policy : share equally the memory between the solvers.
Hence, solvers were allowed to use 31GB divided by the
number of concurrent solvers.
In phase 1 : 7.7 GB for seq. solvers, 15.5 GB for // solvers
In phase 2 : 15.5 GB for seq. solvers, 31 GB for // solvers

Hence, parallel solvers were allocated twice the memory of a
sequential solver !
I
I

I
I

Looks unfair ?
But parallel solvers necessarily need more memory than
sequential solvers. Hence, enforcing the same limit would not
be fair either !
No way to be fair.
Indirect way to encourage the development of // solvers.
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Minisat Hack track : aims

I

Observe the effect of clearly identified “small changes” in a
widely used solver

I

Help understand what is really important in Minisat, what can
be improved, ...

I

Ensure that all solvers are comparable (small syntactic
changes)

I

Lower entry level for the competition (e.g. Master or first year
PhD student)

I

Track initiated for SAT 2009 competition with Minisat 2.0

Based on Minisat 2.2 this year
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Minimally Unsatisfiable Subset Track

I

Plain Mus Track
Success of unsat core guided maxsat solvers

I

Group/High Level MUS
Use of MUS in real applications

I

Benchmarks provided by Joao Marques Silva and Alexander
Nadel groups

I

Additional unsat benchmarks from the main track

Resources also needed to check the results !
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Submission policy

I

parallel, sequential and minisat hack submissions are
separated categories

I

3 submissions per category max for stage 1

I

1 solver per category max for stage 2
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Data analysis track

I

The SAT competition is not just a ranking : competition
results at least as important
I
I

I

Check results of solvers on individual benchmarks
Check individual results are repeatable with the traces (e.g. for
scaling).
Results reviewed by both the submitters and organizers

I

Idea : promote the use of competition results to the
community

I

How : accept data analyzer for the competition
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Benchmarks selection
I

I

Random category : 600 randomly generated k ∈ 3, 5, 7-CNF,
400 SAT/400 Medium size
Crafted and application categories : 300 benchmarks, 150
new/150 existing
I
I

difficulty of benchmarks using SAT 2009 reference solvers
selection of existing benchmarks among all available
benchmarks used in SAT competitions or Races since 2002

Application
Crafted
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EASY
48
38

MEDIUM
124
70

HARD
53
70

XHARD
75
122

Categories

I

3 categories of benchmarks (APPLICATION, CRAFTED,
RANDOM)

I

3 subcategories (SAT+UNSAT, SAT, UNSAT)

I

2 rankings (based on CPU time/WC time)

I

3 medals (gold, silver, bronze)

I

Best minisat hack solver (Application SAT+UNSAT)

I

Moshe Vardi’s award against CDCL monoculture

A total of 18 rankings and 54+2 medals (3 kg of medals !)
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First stage results

Available now from http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/SAT11/
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About ppfolio

I

ppfolio stands for both Pico-PortFOLIO and Parallel
PortFOLIO

I

was written by O. Roussel after a discussion between the
organizers and H. Hoos about VBS and portfolios

I

ppfolio was designed to be a very naive and straightforward
implementation of both a portfolio and a parallel solver

I

the goal was to serve as a reference for both portfolios and
parallel solver
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ppfolio “algorithm”

I

The idea was to create an approximation of the VBS that
would run on a single host, using each available core.

I

The VBS (Virtual Best Solver) is the solver we obtain by
running in parallel each available solver on its own computer
(it’s by definition the best solver on Earth, but requires a
cluster to run !)
The “algorithm” is straightforward :

I

I

I
I
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select the solvers to run according to the number of cores
available
run a solver (or more) on each available core
filter the solvers output and only display ’s’ an ’v’ lines

Comments on ppfolio

The author shamelessly claims that :
I

it’s probably the laziest and most stupid solver ever written

I

it’s so lazy it doesn’t even parse the CNF

I

the main program knows nothing about clauses

I

ppfolio is just a system tool to run solvers in parallel, without
any communication without the solvers.
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About ppfolio
ppfolio starts the following solvers :
1 cryptominisat 2.7.1 (M. Soos)
2 lingeling/plingeling 276-6264d55-100731 (A. Biere)
3 clasp 1.3.6 (M. Gebser, B. Kaufmann, and T. Schaub)
4 march hi 2009 (M. Heule and H. Van Maaren)
5 TNM 2009 (W. Wei and Chu Min Li)
Two versions of ppfolio :
I
I

sequential (seq) : run (1), (3) and (5) on 1 core
parallel (par) :

4 cores run (1), (2) and (3) on their own core, (4) and (5) on the last
core
>5 cores run (1), (3), (4) and (5) on their own core, run plingeling on
the remaining cores
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Preliminary comments on ppfolio

I

The results of ppfolio are unexpectedly good

I

Even the sequential version gets decent results

I

Raises a number of interesting questions...

More information on ppfolio :
I

See the description on the conference USB stick

I

Mode information and code on
http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/~roussel/ppfolio
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